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Matchday 16 (13th February 2013) 
 
Premier Division 
 
Twelve year old Kate Cheer proved a valiant warrior for Warriors. A full house 
for Kate this week saw her win three out of three singles then combine with 
Marc Burman to win the doubles. On her way to the treble Kate defeated Eric 
Smith and David Metcalfe. But the shock of the season was Kate defeating top 
of the averages on 90% Andrew Sharland. After losing the first two sets 18-16, 
11-4, twelve year old Kate fought back 11-9, 11-8, 11-9 to defeat Andrew amid 
rousing cheers from her team mates. Andrew Sharland is one of the top four 
players in the league and up until now had only lost four out of thirty nine 
games. 
 
Reports for all matches: 
 
Bullets lead the division following a draw and a win. A rearranged match with 
Dynamos ended in a five all draw. For Bullets two apiece for Tomas Pomej and 
Fred Bodeau who combined to win the doubles against Richard and Matthew 
Caddy to earn the draw. For Dynamos a fine treble from Matthew Caddy plus 
one from Richard Caddy and one from Peter Caddy. 
 
Bullets second match was against Hang Em High who are still without their 
number two Steve Chambers owing to illness. For Bullets a 6-4 win saw two 
apiece for Tomas Pomej and Fred Bodeau plus one from third player Andy 
Steel. Tomas and Fred also won the doubles. For Hang Em Hi the in form junior 
Michael Bridger stepped in with the only treble, Paul Brinkhurst won one and for 
third player Annabel Bridger a close five setter with Andy Steel.      
  
Lindfield Thunderbolts vs. Warriors was the standout match. Warriors won 7-3 
with a treble for Kate Cheer, League Champion Marc Burman (still persevering 
with his combination bat) won two and Lyle Cyster won one. Kate and Marc 
took the doubles over Andrew Sharland and Eric Smith. For Thunderbolts, two 
from Andrew Sharland and one from David Metcalfe. 
 
A very close match saw Cuckfield defeat Dynamos 6-4 with all hanging on the 
doubles which went to Cuckfield. For Cuckfield, three from Paul Read and one 
each from Jim Griffin and Bev Godfrey. For Dynamos two apiece from Matthew 
and Richard Caddy who lost in the doubles to Bev Godfrey and Paul Read in 
four sets. These two teams are battling it out for second place in the Premier. 
 
Burgess Tigers now have two wins under their belt. This week they defeated a 
depleted Bats side 7-3. Two apiece for Mike Day and Angus Ogg plus for third 
player Steve Lewis a great five set win over Samantha Monk plus a win over 
Kevin Deacon. Mike and Angus also won the doubles. For Bats the only treble 
of the match came from Les Hopkins. 
 



Division One 
 

Wanderers keep the two point gap at the top over Magiks following their 9-1 win 
over Gangsters. It was a tough match with four five set matches. Trebles for 
Marcin Andrzejewski and Phil Harvey, plus two from Ray Parker with Ray and 
Phil taking the doubles. For Gangsters Vincent L’Estrange, the lone singles win. 
Team mate Nooch Staplehurst lost two in the fifth. 
 
Magiks Tony Turk, Mel Sims and Alistair Blue had a 10-0 win over the 
youngsters of The Wild Bunch. A hard match saw Wild Bunch Kate Bridger 
losing two in the fifth and Luke Gallagher losing one in the fifth and taking a set 
off Alistair Blue.  
 
The X Men had to thank their junior signing Bertrand Siu for the 6-4 win over 
Ashenground. Bertrand won two singles and with Tim Grant, who also won two, 
won the doubles. Third player John Bridger, who was suffering from an injury, 
won one. For Ashenground, Tony Pells was in fine form winning two with one 
from junior Elliott Brooks-Wadham. Most matches went to four and five sets. 
 
Misfits could only field two players but came through with a 6-4 win over New 
Lads. For Misfits a treble for Brian Taite plus two from Noah Loncar. These two 
players also won the doubles. For New Lads the win came from Alex Bryant 
who defeated Noah Loncar and took a set off Brian Taite. New Lads other three 
wins came from walkovers. 
 
Report by Brian Taite     


